10 YEARS
10 STORIES

Netravati (18) is an OSCAR Young
Leader belonging to the Badhwar
Societal issues are a far greater
Park community in Mumbai. She
obstruction
when it comes to
lives with her mother who works
girls in low income communities.
as a housekeeper and her sister
Netravati
said, “People have
who works as a retail assistant.
accused me of revealing my
Having lost her father when she
body because I wear shorts. On
was 2 months old, Netravati looks
top
of this, people are divided on
up to her mother who has been
religious lines.” Weaving through
a pillar of strength through many
such
complex structures is a
hardships in the family.
difficult task. However, Netravati
Netravati has been with OSCAR
tells us that young girls in the
Foundation since 2017. She said,
community fight for their right to
“The football programme has
play and learn. Today, Netravati
really helped me develop my
runs her own batch of girls, to
confidence and leadership skills.
whom she teaches football and
I did not know that sports like
gender life skills. Netravati also
football could help build these
took the unprecedented step of
enrolling a transgender person to
her batch. The hardships of life in
crucial life skills.” Netravati’s
performances on the pitch soon
the community have taken a toll
caught the eye of her coaches
on Netravati’s education. “I was
and she was soon invited to join
enrolled
in an NIIT course with
the senior girls’ team where she
OSCAR’s education programme.
has been playing since the last 2
However, it clashed with
years.
the water timings for our
Keen to share the valuable
community. I had to give up
knowledge she had picked up
my place to ensure my family
as a beneficiary of the football
had water every day,” she said
programme, Netravati soon
with disappointment. However,
became an OSCAR Young Leader
she hopes to enroll again and
and made it her mission to enroll
develop her skills.
girls for football and life skills
Netravati is determined to create
sessions from her predominantly
a better life for her mother who
conservative community.
has always supported her.

NETRAVATI

‘‘The football programme has really helped me develop my confidence and
leadership skills”

“It’s such a coincidence. Today,
I’m here giving an interview for
my higher studies in Germany
but a few years back, I was a
housekeeping boy in this very
building,” Govind (27) told a
panel of stunned interviewers
scrutinizing his application to
study abroad. Govind’s life has
been characterised by such
peaks and troughs.

GOVIND

A bright student growing up,
Govind was forced to drop
out of school when he shifted
out of Ambedkar Nagar due to
mounting financial issues and
debt. A former child labourer,
Govind worked everywhere

participating and noticed that
practising football improved
his confidence, discipline and
helped him control his anger.
Govind would then go on to be a
participant in OSCAR’s inaugural
Young Leader training in 2010
and subsequently started the
first ever batch of football and
life skills sessions for children.
He also enrolled in OSCAR’s
education programme to
improve his English skills and
achieve digital literacy.

Govind has represented OSCAR
at an international stage having
visited 11 countries. It was on one
of these trips in South Korea,

from canteens to construction
sites to make ends meet and
that Govind realised the
support his family. Two years
issues faced by children with
later, his brother tried to get
disabilities.
“Despite the
Govind back into school. “Two
challenges in infrastructure
years out of school changed
and the mindset of people
me. I had a lot of anger in me, I
in
India towards disabilities, I
was disobedient and impolite.
wanted to do something for the
It took time for me to realise
children
with disabilities through
that education is necessary.”
OSCAR,” he said. In 2018, his
However, transitioning back into
dream was realised when OSCAR
school wasn’t easy. His friends
Foundation
launched ‘Enabling
were two years ahead of him
Change’, OSCAR’s disability
and readjusting proved to be a
inclusion
project for children
challenge. As Govind started to
with disabilities. Today, as an
get his life back on track, he was
executive within our football
introduced to OSCAR, he started
programme, he helps OSCAR
reach out to nearly 3000
‘‘I wanted to do something for the children with
beneficiaries
with a special focus
disabilities”
on children with disabilities.

Rupa (22) lives in a family of 6 in an
impoverished community in Cuffe
Parade, Mumbai. For many years,
her mother, a gardener, was the sole
breadwinner of the family while her
children studied.

RUPA

Rupa attended OSCAR football
and life skills sessions for 6 years
and slowly developed an interest
in athletics as she progressed at
OSCAR. Finishing third in a race
organised by her college motivated
her further to explore the world of
sport. She said, “When I started
participating in physical activities,
I didn’t know what to do. I did not
have shoes and would turn up
barefeet to play and run.” She later
learned that shoes help prevent

injuries and was gifted a pair by
OSCAR, a pair she proudly wore and
won a tournament with. She realised
the support and encouragement
she received from her peers and
coaches made her play with more
confidence and clarity. It also
helped her off the pitch and she
soon took an interest in computers
through OSCAR’s digital learning
centres and completed her NIIT.
Due to financial difficulties, Rupa
was used to walking and running
long distances, unable to afford the
fare for public transport. However,
she saw this as an opportunity to get
fitter and practice her running.

After a few local competitions, she
participated and excelled in the
10k category at the TATA Mumbai
Marathon, one of the most
prestigious running events in India,
recording one of the fastest times
of the competition. It was a proud
moment for the OSCAR family.

Rupa tells us she has always
dreamt of being a police officer
and she has begun her path after
she was selected as a home
guard to help with COVID-19 relief
efforts in Mumbai. Rupa said, “As
a homeguard, I was tasked with
providing security and guiding the
families of COVID-19 patients.
The communication and conflict
resolution skills that I learnt from

OSCAR were very helpful with my
duties as a homeguard.“
Despite a turbulent relationship
with her parents, she only wants the
best for them. By taking small steps
towards her dream of becoming
a police officer, she hopes she
will end financial uncertainty and
ensure a better life for her parents
and siblings.

‘‘The communication and conflict resolution skills that I learnt from OSCAR
were very helpful with my duties as a homeguard”

SHRADDHA

Shraddha (23) is a former
beneficiary and a current member
of staff at OSCAR Foundation. She
was introduced to OSCAR through
her mentor and was intrigued by the
concept of ‘sport for development’.
She soon attended football and life
skills sessions, young leader training
sessions and started a batch for
kids in her community in Thane. She
was also hired to work in OSCAR’s
communications department in
2018.
“After my first period aged 10,
my parents did not explain
menstruation to me. My close bond
with my father slowly faded. This
communication gap manifested in
an unhealthy environment at

believes in reflection and
introspection. Accepting the trauma
and difficult experiences in her past
has helped her heal. Through this
healing process, she has reached
to children in her community and
improved their lives for the better.
Today, through life skills on gender
and communication, she hopes to
engage with children and parents
to ensure such incidents do not
repeat. Shraddha has also played a
key role in the religious integration
of her community. “My area
experienced violent Hindu-Muslim
riots in the past. While the situation
is better now, I noticed children
would initially form groups based on
their religion. Today, through
football, they all gel well together.

home,” she explained. During the
Kick Like A Girl young leader training,
We never think about our religion
participants were counselled on
while picking teams,” she said.
molestation and sexual abuse.
Shraddha realised she had been
Shraddha’s efforts have attracted
a victim of molestation as a 11
global attention. She was invited
year old girl. However, she never
to Russia and Qatar to participate
felt confident coming forward
in legacy initiatives for the FIFA
and suppressed the memory. “I
World Cup. As an OSCAR employee,
realised the significance of what
she actively participated in
had happened to me. I didn’t feel
capacity building courses to learn
convinced telling my parents given
graphic design and video editing.
what happened after my periods.
In fact, the document on which
So I tried to cope with it myself
this story is featured is designed
and eventually buried it,” she
by her! It is no surprise that
said. This experience made her
Shraddha is a role model for young
understand the importance of open
children participating in OSCAR
communication. Shraddha strongly
programmes. However, the words,
‘Didi, we want to be like you when we
grow up’, will never cease to amaze
‘‘We never think about our religion while picking teams”
her.

“I can help you. I will get a job
and help the family,” a 13 year
old Poonam said to her father, a
cook at the Indian Navy while her
mother sobbed silently in front of
the charred remains of what used
to be their home. The Gautams, a
family of five lost their home and
all their belongings to a fire in 2013.
Her father refused to take her up on
her offer. “You will help the family by
studying and succeeding in life,” he
said.

POONAM

After convincing her parents that
she wouldn’t let football affect
her academics, Poonam joined
OSCAR’s football and life skills
sessions with her sister. Poonam
said, “There was always something
to learn on the pitch. We may fall
down after a tackle but we get
up and continue to play. We may
concede a few goals down but we
always try our best to come back.
Football is a lot like life.”

and started working with her own
girls’ batch. “I am so happy that I
can impart what I have learnt to the
next generation. Being an OSCAR
Young Leader gives us an amazing
opportunity to give back to the
community,” she said. However,
her journey as a Young Leader has
had its fair share of challenges. “I
realised that despite our work and
success, people are not very open
minded. They do expect girls to stay
at home and do household chores.
When I was young, people used to
mock me for wanting to play and
these thoughts still remain in the
minds of many. It is difficult for a girl
to prosper in a slum community but
we do our best to fight that
oppression,” she said with a look of

indignation.

Change may take time but Poonam
is steering her community forward.
She was selected to represent
Poonam also enrolled herself into
OSCAR at the FIFA Foundation
the education programme as she
festival at the 2018 FIFA World Cup
had a keen interest in computers.
in Russia. “It was a proud moment
She got to learn a number of new
for my family. These visits are
things at the OSCAR digital centre
symbolic, perspectives change,
and was especially touched at how
people start to notice. After my visit,
kind and genuine her teachers
people were more open to sending
were. “Throughout my journey, my
their
kids, especially girls for football
coaches and teachers have been
and life skills sessions,” she said.
compassionate. They genuinely
Poonam(20) is pursuing an arts
cared about us and wanted to help
degree and also holds a diploma
us,” she said. Poonam soon enrolled
in sport management. Poonam
into the Young Leader programme
is currently working with OSCAR
‘‘ It is difficult for a girl to prosper in a slum community Foundation’s gender programme
which aims to promote gender
but we do our best to fight that oppression”
equity across all our programmes.

POOJA

Pooja (18) has been with OSCAR for
7 years. She lives with her parents
develop. I don’t want children today
and two sisters, both of whom
to face the judgement and criticism
are OSCAR beneficiaries too. For
I faced for choosing to kick a ball. I
Pooja, attending her first OSCAR
can be a role model for them,” she
football and life-skills session when
says with a shy smile on her face.
she was 12 was an introduction to
Pooja is responsible for a batch of
a new world. Sport had no role in
40 girls where she coaches them in
the society she was accustomed
football
activities and provides lifeto. Girls were used to household
skills sessions mainly pertaining to
chores and caring for younger
sexual and reproductive health. She
siblings. Shorts attracted harsh
is inundated with questions at the
judgement amongst neighbours and
end of every session, a promising
elders. However, as Pooja’s interest
sign in a patriarchal community that
in the sport grew, her mother
has always tried to suppress the
supported and shielded her from
freedom of girls.
voices of doubt and criticism.
After a few years, Pooja enrolled into
OSCAR’s education programme. For
the first time in her life, she had an
opportunity to operate and learn
about computers. She admits,
“I never wanted to study. I was
indifferent and not interested
in what was taught at school.
However, OSCAR helped change
that perspective. Through fun
learning activities and counselling
sessions with my teachers, I realised
that education is important for my
development.”

Motivated by her experience
in the football and education
programmes, Pooja recently
became a Young Leader. “I want to
provide opportunities for children
in my community. Opportunities in
sport and education will help them

‘‘Those who discouraged us were cheering us when
we returned with the trophy from Denmark”

Pooja has represented OSCAR on
an international platform twice. She
visited the UK for a football tour. She
also participated and won the Dana
Cup, one of the largest football

tournaments in the world held
annually in Denmark. Pooja
believes her visits abroad are a
significant step forward for all girls
in her community. “Those who
discouraged us were cheering us
when we returned with the trophy
(from Denmark). For me, it is not
about us and them, through our
achievements, we will change how
society perceives us. Together, we
will change their minds,” she told us
with confidence. There is sincerity
and magnanimity in everything
Pooja says. It reinforces our belief
in the work we do in OSCAR’s
intervention areas. Pooja aspires
to be a chartered accountant and
recently finished her 12th standard
exams.

Fardin (27) is the coach of the senior
girls’ team at OSCAR Foundation. He
has been associated with OSCAR
since 2008. Having participated in
football sessions as a beneficiary for
nearly three years, Fardin went on to
become an OSCAR Young Leader
participating in the inaugural Young
Leader training programme in 2010.

FARDIN

late, so it is tricky to improve their
technical ability. It requires a lot of
thorough planning and attention
to detail. I often organise extra
practices and sessions to discuss
their nutrition and wellbeing too.
Through tournaments, I want
our girls to get exposures and
Despite his success as a participant
opportunities to perform at a bigger
and Young Leader, a lack of
stage,” he proudly explains. Fardin’s
encouragement and financial
methods certainly yield results.
support led to him dropping out of
The OSCAR girls’ team emerged
school early on. However, through
unbeaten from a UK schools tour
OSCAR, he was encouraged to
in 2017 and won the prestigious
resume his studies. Having recently
Dana Cup tournament in Denmark
passed his 12th grade, Fardin is
in 2019. In 2020, OSCAR’s senior
looking forward to the future. “Our
girls’ team qualified for the Mumbai
motto ‘No School, No Football’
District Football Association (MDFA)
league, a milestone for our football
programme.
is very important. As a child, I
was never motivated to take my
studies seriously. At OSCAR, I was
Fardin credits his mother for being a
counselled and told that education
pillar of support during tough times.
will develop my skills and help me
“People would taunt me and make
secure my future,” he explains. He
fun of the work I do. They did not
also enrolled himself in OSCAR’s
see a career in football. Without my
digital learning centre to develop his
mother, I would have never blocked
computer skills.
the negativity around me. I owe a lot

Fardin has always supported
OSCAR’s girl’s batches and has gone
out of his way to convince parents
to send their girls for football and
life skills sessions. He also actively
designs coaching sessions to
help improve the football skills
of girls and registers teams for
tournaments. “Girls often start

‘‘I want our girls to get exposures and opportunities to
perform at a bigger stage”

to her,” he says holding back tears.
He also credits OSCAR for giving
him the opportunities to prove his
talent. Fardin wants to pursue an
education in management studies
and aspires to become a licensed
coach under the Asian Football
Confederation (AFC).

AKSHAY

Akshay (21) is the son of fisherfolk
belonging to the Ambedkar Nagar
works with children who have
community in Mumbai. He has two
hearing and speech impairments.
siblings and recently completed his
He told us, “Seeing the happy faces
graduation. Many years ago, little
of children, especially girls when
did Akshay know that a life altering
they participate in sport makes
accident during his childhood would
me feel happy and relaxed. I faced
set him up on a journey helping
so
many barriers as a kid and I feel
children with disabilities in Mumbai.
good knowing that children today
Left with a permanent hump on his
have better opportunities through
back after his accident, his peers
the work we do.”
would often not let him participate
and play, afraid that he’s weak link.
Akshay was also selected to attend
He said, “I know the pain one feels
the FIFA World Cup in Russia for his
when left out, especially at such a
excellent performance as a Young
young age.”
Leader. “The thrill of entering an
airport, sitting in an aeroplane and
However, through OSCAR, Akshay
flying to a foreign land to watch the
was determined to participate and
biggest
sporting event in the world
work on his development. He
motivates me to work hard and
make myself a role model for
attended football and life skills
sessions and our digital programme
as a child and then went on to
successfully become an OSCAR
Young Leader.

future generations living in my
community,” he said.

Through the Young Leader
programme, he attended ‘Enabling
Change’, a unique project that
aimed to bring sport to the lives
of children with disabilities.
He was amazed to know that
such programmes exist. He was
determined to participate and
get involved in the project. After
training, he started working with the
children at the ‘Bombay Institution
for Deaf and Mutes’, a school that

‘‘I faced so many barriers as a kid and I feel good knowing that children today
have better opportunities through the work we do”

Rekha (21) is one of OSCAR’s
computer teachers at the digital
learning centre in Cuffe Parade,
Mumbai. Rekha’s life has been
marred by discrimination and
oppression. However, in the face of
adversity, her resilience has defined
and empowered her and in the
process, improved the lives of many
girls in her low-income community.

REKHA

As a 12 year old girl, Rekha started
attending football sessions
organised by OSCAR. Unfortunately,
she was forced to drop out within 6
months. She explains, “I loved it. For
me, it was freedom. However, I was
bogged down by those telling me I
shouldn’t leave the house. I couldn’t
process these thoughts as a 12 year
old and I quit as my family wasn’t

supportive of these activities.” She
would drop out of school in the 8th
grade due to financial pressures
and was forced to work despite her
brother getting an opportunity to
continue his education. She took
up a job as a babysitter at a nearby
building. Unknown to her parents,
she would study on the job after
cradling the baby to sleep. Her
employers were supportive and
insisted that she complete her 10th
grade. She successfully completed
her 10th and 12th grades.
Rekha was reintroduced to OSCAR
through the Kick Like A Girl Young
Leader training programme that
aimed to challenge gender roles

‘‘ I felt like my voice mattered and for the first time in my
life, I was encouraged and motivated to pursue my goals”

and break stereotypes. She said,
“The training gave me so much
confidence! I felt like my voice
mattered and for the first time
in my life, I was encouraged and
motivated to pursue my goals.”
Rekha was then employed as a
teacher at the OSCAR Early Learning
centre. She also started a batch
to teach trafficked child labourers
from villages who were brought
to the city to work as maids and
caretakers in slum communities.
Rekha further developed her skills
by enrolling in OSCAR’s education
programme, completing courses
in computer studies and data
entry. She says, “Digital literacy is
very important. It is a key factor in
employability and I am happy I can

help deliver these important skills to
children.”

In addition to her role as OSCAR’s
computer teacher, Rekha also
mobilises her community and
encourages parents to enroll
their children, especially girls into
school and OSCAR programmes.
She has also conducted initiatives
to distribute sanitary pads and
promote menstrual awareness
and hygiene. Rekha epitomises the
sustainable change OSCAR aims to
achieve in low-income communities.
Rekha aspires to continue her work
towards the empowerment and
welfare of women in her community
and hopes to bring about positive
change in the lives of children.

Arjun (21) is an OSCAR Young Leader
belonging to the Ambedkar Nagar
community in Mumbai. He lives with
his parents and two younger siblings.
His mother works in housekeeping
at a nearby building while his father
is a fisherman.

ARJUN

Arjun has been a beneficiary across
all 3 core programmes of OSCAR.
He attended football and life-skills
sessions as a child, progressed to
computer studies at the OSCAR
digital learning centre and finally
went on to attend a number of
Young Leader trainings to become
an OSCAR Young Leader.
As Arjun attended football and life
skills sessions, he became more
aware about important values and
skills. “Our coaches always spoke
about hard work, punctuality,
respect and discipline. They also
helped us step out of our comfort
zone. Before, I wouldn’t leave my
community as I was very scared of
venturing out by myself in the city.
As my confidence grew, I started
travelling around the city,” he said.

Arjun also enrolled with the
education programme to learn
about computers and even
completed an NIIT course. He
has realised the importance of
applications like Word, Excel and
communicating via email which he
hopes will help him when he starts
working.

When asked about his best
experience as a Young Leader, Arjun
said, “I enjoy the little things. The
children look up to me and parents
value my role in the development
of their children. This gives me
a sense of responsibility and
happiness.” Arjun adds that visits
and appreciation by legends like
Xavi Hernandez, Juan Mata and
Micah Richards reinforces his belief
that he works for the betterment of
his community.

Like many, Arjun’s parents were
sceptical about his involvement
with OSCAR to begin with. However,
that changed when they witnessed
the work he was doing at OSCAR’s
Annual Cultural Day event. “So many
people came up to my parents and

appreciated the work I was doing.
My parents felt proud and were
amazed that I was working to
organise such a big event,” he said
with a big smile. Arjun aspires to
be a banker but hopes to work with
children as a coach in his spare
time.

‘‘I enjoy the little things. The children look up to me and parents value my role in
the development of their children”
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